
Trash Can Base Cabinet Assembly Guide

1.) Empty the contents of the package and find the back panel and brackets. Then, attach the
brackets to the back panel using screws. Then, place the face frame face down and apply wood
glue to the dadoes.

2.) Insert the cabinet side panels into the face frame side dadoes. Secure the side panels using
assembly blocks with staples.

3.) Insert the bottom panel into the side panel dadoes. Then, secure the bottom panel using
assembly blocks with staples.

4.) Attach assembly blocks to the toe kick with staples. Then, secure the toe kick to the side
panels using the assembly blocks with staples.

5.) Secure the top stretchers on the cabinet box using staples. Then, secure the stretchers using
assembly blocks with staples.

6.) Apply wood glue to the back panel and position it in place. Secure the back panel with
staples. Mark the bottom of the back panel using the wall cabinet jig. Then place screws along
the line made by the jig. Next, secure the back panel with screws at a 45-degree angle in the
predrilled holes.

7.) Insert the drawer glides and secure them with screws. Be sure to line the drawer glide up
with the predrilled holes on the inside of the side panels. Ensure the drawer glides are plumb
and even, then secure the drawer glides to the back panel using screws.

8.) Attach side insert panels to back insert panels with 1” brad nails. Then, secure the panels
together using the predrilled holes and screws. Next, attach the drawer glides to the insert
panels using the predrilled holes and screws. Be sure the drawer glides are even and have
consistent spacing before moving on.

9.) Place the cabinet door into position and secure it with a bar clamp. Attach the insert to the
cabinet door using screws along the sides. Then, attach bumpers to the door corners.

10.) For a single trash bin, use the top panel for the insert. For a two trash bin configuration,
leave the top panel off the insert.

11.) Enjoy your new trash can base cabinet!

*Instructions continued on next page.



Trash Can Insert

1.) Place the cabinet door face down and position the jig to make a mark 1 ¾” up from the 
bottom and centered between the right and left sides. Then, position the insert front panel along
the marks made by the jig and secure it in place using screws.

2.) Apply wood glue to the front panel dovetails and insert the side panels. Then, tap the
dovetails into place using a mallet.

3.) nsert the bottom panel into the side panel dadoes. Next, apply wood glue to the back panel’s
dovetails and attach them to the side panels. Tap the dovetails together with a mallet.

4.) Attach the drawer glide clips to the bottom of the insert using screws. Insert the trash can
divider and secure it in place using screws in the predrilled holes.

5.) Attach bumpers to the back of the cabinet doors corner. Next, place the insert into the cabinet
box so that the glides and clips are secured.

6.) Enjoy your new trash pull-out!


